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It was Mr Ouspensky who discovered, through his unders:tanding of:•
the i:aw of three forc:es, that man is only e:a.pable of si.x activi"ties, or
in other wo:rtds that there are only six ea1,3entially different things that
he o:an do.

He used to s:ay, too, that man is always~ e·onfusi.ng one:,

activity for another - that he thinks he is doing one thing and r.eally· he
is doing something quite dif.f'erent or even opposite, for he has no way of
discriminating between: aci;ivities - no yardstiGic against which t-o measure
them.
This yardstick is the law of three forces - a law which is not generally
known about, although many thous~s of years old.

According t.o · this law-,

every event in the universe depends on the aoming· together of three £orces,
an a;ctive force, a passive force, and a third force whicm is neither ac:tive
nor passive, and often hidden or unrecognised·, but none the leas essential.
for the event ~o take place.

What Mr Ouspensky discovered· in partiauJ.ax.·

was that the order in which the three forces e~mbine is important, for i~
determines the nature of the event which takes place.

And as there are

only six different orders in which three different elements. can c.-ombine:,,
it follows that only six di.fierent kinds of event are possible, throughout·
the whole universe and· on every s:cale.
This application of the law of three forces is quite uniqu~, and it·
must not be c:on:fused with other teachings on the subjec:t, particularly the·
thr-ee gunas of Indian philos-0pby, for instance, which is a quite d:if'ferent.
idea, suitable for a quite dif£erent purpose.
Offshoots of the s:ame
idea also appear in certain mediaeval teachings, such as· the f.·o'lll'" elements,
fir.e, air, earth and water, and mor$ obscurely, perhaps;, in the,music:al
modes.
But the system teaching is different from all of them in one very
important respecrl.
The three forces are not allied to certain fixed stai;es
of matter, they are c:-onstantly ehanging, so that the same· kind of matter
can be embued with one force at one moment, and with another :forCl:! a:t thenert.

Air, for instance, can be active in one combination, passiva in

another, or neutral in a third, and the rapidity with which such changes·
occur would seem to depend on the level of matter concerned.
But what are these si.r different kinds of' even-ta
way of distinguishing them?

Is: there

a,

s-imple•

Perhaps-we should begin by taking them on

the scale of our everyday activities; and in doing so it will soon bea»me
apparent that certain of our activities are predominantly active, other~
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are predominantly passive or reflective, and concerned with thought" or
attention, a:nd a third kind is neither active nor passive, but depends
predominantly on memory, or . in some cases emotion •.
The interesting thing is that every activity requires a subtle mixture
of these thr.ae ingredients - a mixture whieh obviously a:annot be ehos eni
0

deliberately, for it is beyond our dire<rl control.
the flavour of these

su

Yet if one can get

activitie=s, and is- able t'o sense the d.if..f..eren~

between them, they will becnme an. invaluable guide in all sorts- of
<fifferent ways:.

For one will see. that there is only one wa;y a thing::

o:an be done, yet we a.re constantly trying to do it in a dif:£erent. wccy-,

Take ac..tiona·, for instance.
and cannot B:ee wb;y it never suaoeeds.
Actions a.re of two kinds-.
There are~ creative actions, in which attent.i orr
is:, closely linked to action,. or to put it in another wa;y, nothing:: aomasi
betw~n one and what one is doing.

And

then there are involuntary

actions - actions whie:b. go by themselves, for mem·o ry is in the seaond·
place instead of: attention, and plays- a predominan1i role.

. Neither of:·

these two is wrong, provided it is the right one for the job.
If you
a:re an arrowmaker, the first is the right one, for nothing cornea• between
you and the arrow you are making.
But £or al.]. the roil.tine bus'ines-s ·
-· ·

.

of: the. _d ay, the s:ea.ond, is.: essentiail, for- without- i't 'the: w.ork would

never, be: done.
So there are two kinds- o:f ac.tive work.

And although we. are constantJ.y

drifting from one into the other, they are actually crompletdy differen:t.·,
as one can see f'rom the kind of work producred
there are also two kinds o:r reflec:.tive work.

~

each~

. But

Medi-tation, for instance., -

by turning one's. attention inwards and refle~ting on•the activity of the
mantra, one is doing the meditation - in fact, during the half hour, it
i5:; only this simple thing one has to d'o .
But if one turns one:•s:,
a~tention inwards and· reflects on some emotional picture o~ memory, it
is another activity altogether, more akin to prayer or contemplation.
This activity, which is c:onstantly being C'Onf'used with the medita1tion,
produces· a different result altogether - it leads to uns:i;a.ble ens-gy, quite
unlike the quiet energy of the meditation.
On the ordinary level of life
it is the activity by which desires are created, and all f ·orms of
imagination depend on it.
The remaining two activities are those which a.re predominantly
emotional, or in other words they both begin with the thir~ force, which
is ~~nnee~ed with emotion, or sometimes memory..
The firsi; is one of
the most common, and in its wrong place a most unpleasant activity, ~o~

,,
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it depends on the accumulation of negative emotion ..
When negative-·
emotion is allowed to build up, either in each of us individu~lly, or on
the scale of peoples and nations, there C"Omes· a point when a cromparatival.y
small action - a cmance remark, or an accidental event - c-an suddenly•
release the emotion, just as an electric spark can ignite an explosive
mixture.

All of us have seen this· happen again and again in the world

today, and it is only when one .i a nble to t'hi.nk of it on a muah larger
scale that one is s-ometimea, able to realise what is happening.
For jus.i;.
as everything c·omes into being, so eventuall~· it · haa ito. b,e . destroyed • .
The sec:ond activity which is predominantly emotional is, one 0£:the,
highest forms- of activify man c-an achieve, for it is the essential -thing:
in all forms of creative art

the c-onc-eption which lies behind iii: and

provides the energy required to aarry it out.

The main characteris-tic·

of this activity is that it comes f'.rom beyond one - it is not onehr own
d"oing.

As Rembrandt used. to s;zy, he had no idea. how his greates-t paininngs

had c:ome a-bout.

But the same activity appears in other :forms, sue:h as:

enlightenment, religious revelation, and all great discoveries- depend: on it.
When, at a c~rtain point during meditation, the mantra transc~nds - that is
the same triad.

For it is at this point that one is united with the souree.

The next point about these six activities - a most important one - is
that each of the thr.-e e forces is different in level.

The highesi; in

level is the active force, the lowest is the passive force, and
intermediate-- in level betwe.en them is the third force.

It follows - that

if the three forces combine in a certain order, there is:, inevitably a
change in level.

It is easy to see how this change in level occurs,,

for activities which begin with the active force must end on a lower level
than they began, for there is nothing higher in level than the active force
And activities whiah begin with the passive forae must end on a higherle-vel than they began, for there is nothing lower in level tnan the passive
fore~.

But activities which begin with the third flare& may be either

ascending or descending, for one kind ends with the active f .orce~, the other
with the passive.
This in itself is a very significant discovery, for it means that i:f-'
we wish to c:hange from a low state to a higher state, we cannot do so by
being active - we have to choose a pas-sive way, or an emotional one.

And

aswe have no dired control over our emotions, it follows that the only
way is to be paS:Sive - which brings us t ·o the medi ta-tion.

If: we are

completely pas-sive during meditation, the mantra will act in us,, and the
right emotional state will follow..

But if we are active, either in

thrusting away thoughts, or in holding attention on the mantra, the,
meffi tat ion will not work.

During the day is the time to be active, and

if we allow our attention to flow naturally into whatever we a.re doing,
once again the right emotional state will follow.

Action is a movemezrt

from unmanifest to manifest, as in the creation of the universe, but
meditation is a- return from manifest t:o unmanifest - a return to the
sourn-e from which creation came.
So there are three things we have to get hold of, in order to
understand this idea of six activities.

The first is· the nature of'

each of the three forces, the second is the six different orders in which
they can combine, and the third is the relative level of each force, an~
the fact that some combinations are ascendi.ng and: others descending;.
A certain amount of dull routine work seems to be unavoidable in the early.·
stages, for learning how to use this idea of six activit'ies is' not' unlike,
learning a new language.

Once the language has been learnt we can

apply it to diI£erent examples, and the more the b~tter.

It is

particularly helpful to find examples on different scales·, and in doing
so one makes many new discoveries.

An example which appears to have
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one meaning on man's scale may seem to mean something quite diff~erent on
the scale of organic life, but when one looks de-epe:r one ~ees it is the
same thing.

And each of the great laws of physics is· related t:o one or

other of these six triads - a fact which could bring unity to scientific
thought, if only it were understood.
But perhaps the most important reason for studying this· ide~ of six
a;ctivities is a more immediate and practical one.
for a way to the kingdom of heaven.

We are all searching-

And in the world today there are

many hundreds of"" esoteric and· rel:igious-c organis:a:liions, some of them neal
and many others false.

How can people discriminate?

If they really

·avoid year~
Is it possible, through this idea

want to find the wa::, to the kingdom of heaven, how can they
of unnecessary effort and suffering?

of six activities, to aut out all the unnecessary rigmarole which ha~
grown up through the · c."'Elnturies around the idea of esoteric'.i sm, and simply
by us~ng the right triad, to go straigh~ to the kingdom of heaven instead?

